






but TrtllIlpel-Major is relegated to the second-rank 'Romanc(;s and 
Fantasies'. To set aside the Wessex Edition in favour of earlicr editions 
is to rediscover just how experimental and various Hardy's fiction was 
during the middle period between two of the big Wessex set pieccs 
Far from the Madding Crowd (1874) and The Mayor of Caslerbridge 
(1886); and to see The Return of the Native (1878) in the context of that 
experimentation and generic variety, not as simply one ofthe great tragic 
Wessex novels. 

So while I agree that the many-times revised texts of the Wessex 
Edition reflect the development of Hardy's desires for his work, there's 
obviously a case for presenting 'each novel as the creation of its own 
period and without revisions of later times, since these versions have an 
integrity and value of their own,.5 

Simon 

So which approach should we take? Before we debate some pf the 
theoretical issues behind this decision, I want to give, for those unfami liar 
with the concept, some sense of what a critical edition looks like. The 
idea of a critical edition is to provide students and lovers of Hardy with 
all the materials they need to understand how each of Hardy's novels was 
a work in flux, from the moment the idea for the plot occurred to him, 
to the last jottings for changes that he made two years before his death 
in copies of the Wessex Edition he kept beside him in his study at Max 
Gate, and which are preserved in the Dorset County Museum. Here is a 
page from my and the late Juliet Grindle's edition of Tess. Let me give 
you just one example of how it works (those who have used the edition 
will have to skip this part). 

The entries in the footnotes are presented in reverse chronological 
order, so that if you take the entry for lines 3-4, for instance, the reading 
in . the edited text 'seemed to feel like a fugitive' first appeared in the 
novel in the first edition and the American serial; 'seemed like a frail 
fugitive' was the reading in The Graphic serialisation; in the manuscript 
Hardy first wrote 'seemed like a frail phantom' but later cancelled 'frail'; 
and finally the earlier manuscript reading appeared in the serialisation 
in The Nottinghamshire Guardian, which was set from unrevised 
Graphic proofs. There are several features of this sequence that an editor 
would need to explain, since they do not conform to the chronology of 
composition and publication established for the work as a whole. But 
my main goal is to show you that, using these notes, you can, with some 
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